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UPPER BOUNDS FOR HITTING TIMES
OF RANDOM WALKS ON SPARSE GRAPHS
DMITRI V. FOMIN
ABSTRACT. We obtain upper bounds (in most cases, sharp) for the hitting times of random walks on
finite undirected graphs. In particular, we show that the maximum hitting time for a simple random
walk on a connected graph with 푚 edges is at most 푚2. Similar bounds are given for the settings
involving arbitrary edge-weight and edge-cost functions.
Upper bounds of this type are especially useful for sparse graphs.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let 퐺 = ( , ) be a finite undirected connected simple graph with 푚 edges. Consider a random
walk on퐺, i.e., aMarkov chainwhose states are the vertices in andwhose transitions are restricted
to the edges in  . The hitting time (푥, 푦) associated to a pair of vertices 푥, 푦 ∈  is the expected
time that the random walk originating at 푥 takes to reach 푦 (for the first time).
Theorem 1.1. For a simple random walk on 퐺, and any 푥, 푦 ∈  , we have
(푥, 푦) ⩽ 푚2 − (푚 − 푑)2,
where 푑 = d(푥, 푦) is the distance between 푥 and 푦.
Theorem 1.1 has the following direct corollary.
Theorem 1.2. For a simple random walk, the maximum hitting time (퐺)=max
푥,푦∈(푥, 푦) satisfies(퐺) ⩽ 푚2, with equality reached only for a path graph with 푚 edges.
These results generalize to asymmetric random walks (i.e., random walks on edge-weighted
graphs) and to random walks with edge-cost functions.
An edge-weight function on 퐺 is a mapping푤 ∶  × → ℝ such that푤(푥, 푦) > 0 if 푥 and 푦 are
adjacent, and 푤(푥, 푦) = 0 otherwise. Such a function defines a random walk on 퐺 with transition
probabilities
푝푥푦 =
푤(푥, 푦)∑
푧∈ 푤(푥, 푧)
.
Let (푥) denote the set of vertices adjacent to 푥 ∈  . The asymmetry, or transitional bias, of푤
(and of the corresponding edge-weighted graph and random walk) is defined by
휏푤 = max푥∈ max푦,푧∈ (푥)
푤(푥, 푦)
푤(푥, 푧)
.
Obviously 휏푤 = 1 if and only if 푤 is constant on  , or equivalently the random walk is simple.
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2 DMITRI V. FOMIN
An edge-cost function is a function 푓 ∶  → ℝ. The associated cost of a finite walk in 퐺 is
defined as the sum of costs of all its edges (with multiplicities). If 푓 (푒) = 1 for every edge 푒, then
the cost of a walk is equal to its length.
The hitting time 푓 (푥, 푦) = 푓푤(푥, 푦) relative to the edge-cost function 푓 is defined as the ex-pected value of the cost of a random walk starting at 푥 and stopping at 푦.
Our main result is the following generalization of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Let 푓 be a nonnegative edge-cost function. Then for any 푥, 푦 ∈  , we have
푓푤(푥, 푦) ⩽∑
푒∈
(
1 + 2
d푦(푒)∑
푖=1
휏 푖푤
)
⋅ 푓 (푒),
where d푦(푒) is the minimum distance between 푦 and the endpoints of 푒.
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND SOME BASIC FACTS
This section will repeat some definitions from the previous section, with necessary expansion
and clarification.
We will consider a finite undirected connected simple graph 퐺 = ( , ) (where  is the set of
vertices of 퐺 and  is the set of edges of 퐺) which has 푛 vertices and 푚 edges. Undirected edge
connecting vertices 푢 and 푣 will be denoted as [푢, 푣] and directed edge – as ⃖⃖⃖⃗푢푣.
Set of all neighbors (adjacent vertices) of vertex 푥 in graph퐺 will be denoted as퐺(푥) or simplyas (푥).
A generalized distance function in graph 퐺 will be denoted as d(퐴,퐵) where 퐴 and 퐵 are either
subgraphs of퐺 or arbitrary sets of vertices/edges of퐺. It is defined as a minimum distance between
vertices that belong to objects of set 퐴 and vertices that belong to objects from set 퐵. For instance,
if we have edge 푒 = [푥, 푦] and vertex 푧 then d(푒, 푧) = min(dist(푥, 푧), dist(푦, 푧)). We will also
sometimes use notation d퐴(퐵) for the same expression.
Edge-weight function on graph퐺 is amapping푤 ∶ × → ℝ that is positive on pairs of adjacent
vertices and zero otherwise. A most common example is a unit function, that is, 푤(푢, 푣) = 1 iff
[푢, 푣] ∈  . Pair (퐺,푤) is called an edge-weighted graph (or an electric network if weights are treated
as edge conductances) and it can be used to define a random walk on 퐺 as a time-homogeneous
Markov chain with 퐺 as its state space, and with transition probabilities set by formulas
푝푥푦 =
푤(푥, 푦)∑
푧∈ (푥)푤(푥, 푧)
if [푥, 푦] ∈  ; 푝푥푦 = 0 if [푥, 푦] ∉ 
for any 푥, 푦 ∈  . This means that at each step of the walk we "choose" transition edge with
probability proportional to the edge’s weight.
See [4], [11], [16] for more formal definition of random walks on graphs, Markov chains and
electric networks.
Among randomwalks on finite graphs simple or symmetric randomwalk (defined by edge-weight
function constant on ) is the most commonly used. For this walk, if vertex 푥 has degree 푘 then
푝푥푦 = 1∕푘 for any adjacent vertex 푦.Most texts on graphs and probability only consider random walks which are constructed from
an edge-weight function. In this article, however, we will sometimes use "generalized" random
walks with absorbing vertex which are not, strictly speaking, random walks on graphs (such a walk
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is still, however, a finite time-homogeneous Markov chain). Namely, a Markov chain obtained
from a random walk by declaring exactly one vertex 푎 as absorbing and setting probabilities for all
transitions out of 푎 according to formula 푝푎푦 = 훿푎푦 (훿 is Kronecker’s delta function) will be calledퟏ-walk. In this case we will set (푎) = ∅.
Any "standard" random walk is in fact a time-reversible Markov chain ([1], [11]) with graph 퐺
being its diagramwhere each edge of퐺 represents two oppositely oriented transitions. ThisMarkov
chain is strongly connected, meaning that you can reach any vertex 푦 from any other vertex 푥. Anퟏ-walk is "almost" strongly connected – you can reach any vertex 푦 from any vertex 푥 unless
푥 = 푎.
We will call average (that is, expected value of) length of walk’s paths that begin at some vertex
푥 and end as soon as they reach 푎, hitting time for vertex 푥, and will denote it as퐺(푥, 푎) or simply(푥, 푎). When it will not end in confusion we will use an even simpler notation 퐺(푥) or (푥).This is also sometimes called access time or absorption time since it is the expected value of the
time it will take for the walker to reach (and therefore be "absorbed" by) vertex 푎.
For most of the facts (theorems, lemmas etc.) about hitting time in this article we can switch
between ퟏ-walks and "standard" random walks. Obviously, computing (푥, 푎) for a "regular"
random walk 푅 is the same as computing it for the ퟏ-walk obtained from 푅 by declaring vertex
푎 absorbing and changing probabilities for transitions out of 푎 accordingly.
Treating vertex 푎 as the fixed absorbing state will help us to simplify some proofs. Therefore we
will often convert a given random walk into anퟏ-walk and consider vertex 푎 an absorbing vertex,
and in all figures in this article we will distinguish that vertex by drawing a circle around it.
Proposition 2.1. For anyퟏ-walk numbers ℎ푥 = (푥) satisfy the following system of linear equa-
tions
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ℎ푥 −
∑
푦∈
푝푥푦 ⋅ ℎ푦 = 1, 푥 ≠ 푎
ℎ푎 = 0
(1)
Proof. Let us consider matrix퐋with elements퐿푥푦 = 훿푥푦−(1−훿푥푎)푝푥푦. Then system 1 is equivalentto퐋⋅퐡 = {1−훿푥푎}. In other words, matrix퐋maps vector 퐡 = {ℎ푥} into vector {1, 1, 1,… , 0}whereall vector coordinates are 1, except for the one indexed by 푎 which equals 0; for ease of notation we
assume that 푎 is the last indexed vertex. This matrix 퐋 is a so-called normalized Laplacian matrix
of a random walk (see [14]).
Proof immediately follows from the fact that any path to 푎 that starts in 푥 begins with a transition
to one of its neighbors 푦 with probability 푝푥푦. Vertex 푎 is the only exception since there are notransitions out of 푎, and (푎) = 0. ▣
Proposition 2.2. For anyퟏ-walk on 퐺 matrix 퐋 is nonsingular.
Proof. Wewill use the fact that matrix퐋 is diagonally dominant, meaning that in every row absolute
value of its diagonal element is greater than or equal to the sum of absolute values of all non-
diagonal elements. It is also strictly dominant (inequality mentioned just above is strict) in the
last row. Now if 퐋 = {퐿푖푗} is singular then there exists a non-zero vector 푥 such that 퐋푥 = 0.Since 푥 is non-zero then maximum absolute value of its coordinates |푥|∞ is positive. Assuming
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that maximum is reached at index 푘 we have |푥푘| = |푥|∞ and since∑퐿푘푖푥푖 = 0 it follows that
||퐿푘푘푥푘|| = ||||||
∑
푖≠푘
퐿푘푖푥푖
|||||| ⩽ |푥푘|
∑
푖≠푘
|퐿푘푖| ⩽ |푥푘||퐿푘푘|
In order for this inequality chain to be valid all inequalities here must be, in fact, equalities. That
means that for every index 푖 such that 퐿푘푖 ≠ 0 (that is, corresponding vertices of the graph areadjacent) we must have |푥푖| = |푥푘| (and therefore, 푥푖 = |푥|∞). It follows then that all |푥푗| arethe same because 퐺 is connected, which is impossible because that would contradict any of the
equations corresponding to a vertex adjacent to 푎.
This means, among other things, that system of linear equations (1) always has exactly one so-
lution. ▣
* * *
Below you will find a few simple graphs with values of printed next to the vertices (values are
computed for simple random walks). Absorbing state vertex 푎 is, as always, circled.
0 7 9
9
0 9
12
12
13
0 13
16
16
16
FIGURE 1. A few simple examples
Matrix 퐋 for the first graph in Fig.1 looks like this
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 −1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
2
1 −1
2
0
− 1
2
− 1
2
1 0
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The examples above might lead you to suspect that the values of function are always integers
in case of a simple random walk. This is true for a tree (we will prove that in the next section) but
it is not so for an arbitrary connected graph. Here are some examples of graphs with non-integer
values of .
0
19
3
17
3
8
23
3
0
60
11
60
11
80
11
80
11
67
11
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6 6
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
2
0
80
11
94
11
113
22
113
22 95
11
74
11
0
FIGURE 2. Examples with non-integer hitting times
3. SIMPLE RANDOM WALKS ON CONNECTED GRAPHS
Consider a "straight-line" tree graph, which is more formally known as 푃푚 – path graph or path
tree of length 푚 – with 푚 + 1 vertices and 푚 edges pictured below.
Pm
a
FIGURE 3. Path tree
If we index vertices from right to left starting at zero (푎0 = 푎) and denote hitting time (푎푘) forvertex 푎푘 as ℎ푘 then system (1) turns into the following recurrence equation
ℎ푘 = 1 + (ℎ푘−1 + ℎ푘+1)∕2, 0 < 푘 < 푚 (2)
Also, obviously ℎ0 = 0 and ℎ푚 = 1 + ℎ푚−1.
Pm
a0 = aa1a2am am−1 am−2
FIGURE 4. Indexed path tree
Now let’s rewrite the equation (2) as
ℎ푘+1 − ℎ푘 = 2 + (ℎ푘−1 − ℎ푘), 0 < 푘 < 푛 (3)
If we denote difference ℎ푘 − ℎ푘−1 as 푑푘 then 푑푚 = 1 and therefore 푑푚−1 = 3, 푑푚−2 = 5 etc.,
푑푚−푘 = 2푘 + 1. It follows immediately that ℎ푚 − ℎ푚−푘 = 푘2 and since ℎ0 = 0 we obtain that
ℎ푚 = 푚2 and consequently, ℎ푚−푘 = 푚2 − 푘2. This is an easy and well-known fact (see, for instance,[7]). This gives us a very simple upper bound for 푅(퐺) for the path trees.Using a somewhat similar technique we can prove the same for any tree 푇 .
Theorem 3.1. For simple random walk on any finite tree 푇 with 푚 edges inequality (푇 ) ⩽ 푚2
holds true.
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Proof. We need to prove inequality (푥, 푎) ⩽ 푚2 for any pair of vertices in 푇 . To do that we will
fix vertex 푎, declare it absorbing and convert the given walk into an ퟏ-walk. Also without any
loss of generality we can consider only vertices from connected component of 푇 ∖푎 that contains 푥.
We will call (푥) = 푇 ∖푇푥 the tail of vertex 푥, where 푇푥 is the set of all vertices that lie in thecomponent of 푇 ∖푥 that contains 푎. Simply put, tail of 푥 is the sub-tree defined by all the vertices
that cannot be connected to 푎 by a path bypassing 푥. We will denote by 퓁(푥) the number of edges
in sub-tree (푥). In the following picture sub-tree (푥) is shown with thicker lines; 퓁(푥) = 9.
x
a
FIGURE 5. "Tail of a vertex" example
Lemma 3.2. For any vertex 푥 and any of its neighbors 푦 ∈ (푥), the following equality holds true
(푦) −(푥) = 2퓁(푦) + 1 (4)
Proof. We will prove that using induction by 퓁(푥). Basis: 퓁(푥) = 1, that is, 푦 is a leaf (pendant
vertex). Then obviously,(푦) −(푥) = 1 and 퓁(푦) = 0 which proves the basis. Now, for the step
of induction we will take some pair of 푥 and 푦. Since 퓁(푦) < 퓁(푥) then lemma is true for the pair
of 푦 and any of its other neighbors in 푇 – we will name them 푧푖, 푖 = 1, ..., 푘.
z1
z2
zk
y x a0 = aa1
Writing out the equation (1) for vertex 푦 we get
(푦) = 1 + 1
푘 + 1
(
(푥) + 푘∑
푖=1
(푧푖)
)
(5)
or
(푘 + 1)(푦) = 푘 + 1 +(푥) + 푘∑
푖=1
(푧푖)
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Now we rewrite that using equation (4) for each pair (푦, 푧푖) and equality 퓁(푦) = 푘 +∑푘푖=1 퓁(푧푖).
(푘 + 1)(푦) = 푘 + 1 +(푥) + 푘(푦) + 푘 + 2 푘∑
푖=1
퓁(푧푖)
(푦) = 2푘 + 1 +(푥) + 2 푘∑
푖=1
퓁(푧푖)
which gives us
(푦) −(푥) = 2퓁(푦) + 1.
□
Now connect vertices 푎 and 푥 by a non-self-intersecting path of length 푑 (there is only one such
path) and index its vertices in exactly the same way we did above in the Fig.4.
Then we have set of equations (푎푘) − (푎푘−1) = 2퓁(푎푘) + 1 and summing them up we get(푥) −(푎) = 2∑퓁(푎푘) + 푑. Since (푎) = 0 and 퓁(푎푘) ⩽ 퓁(푎푘−1) − 1, it follows that
(푥) ⩽ 2푑 ⋅ 퓁(푎1) + 푑 − 2
푑−1∑
푖=0
푖 = 2푑 ⋅ 퓁(푎) − 푑2
= 퓁(푎)2 − (퓁(푎) − 푑)2 ⩽ 퓁(푎)2 ⩽ 푚2
and 퓁(푎)2 is equal to 푚2 if and only if there is only one connected component in 푇 ∖푎. ■
Below are a few corollaries of Lemma 3.2. The first three are nearly self-evident and we will
leave them as easy exercises for the reader.
Corollary 3.3. For simple random walk on a tree all hitting times are integers.
Corollary 3.4. (푥) ⩽ 퓁(푎)2 − 퓁(푥)2.
Corollary 3.5. (푥) ⩽ 푚2 − (푚 − 푑)2, where 푑 = d(푎, 푥).
Another widely used characteristic of a randomwalk on graph퐺 is commute time (푥, 푦) between
vertices 푥, 푦 ∈ 퐺. It is defined as sum of hitting times(푥, 푦)+(푥, 푦) and is equal to the expected
(average) time it takes the walker to "travel" from 푥 to 푦 and then back to 푥. Imagine that 푥 is your
house and 푦 is your office – that immediately explains the name, doesn’t it?
Corollary 3.6. If 푥 and 푦 are two vertices in 푇 then
(푥, 푦) = 2푚 ⋅ d(푥, 푦)
For instance, commute time between any two neighboring vertices equals twice the number of the
edges.
Proof. Again, connect 푥 and 푦 with path Π = [푦0푦1… 푦푑] of length 푑 = d(푥, 푦) where 푦0 = 푦 and
푦푑 = 푥 and for every index 0 ⩽ 푘 ⩽ 푑 denote by 푒푘 the number of edges in the component ofsubtree (푇 ∖Π) ∪ 푦푘 that contains 푦푘. Visually, if you "take" vertices 푥 and 푦 in your right and lefthands so that path Π becomes a horizontal rope connecting your hands and shake the entire tree so
that the other vertices and edges will drop down to dangle from the nodes of Π, then 푒푘 representsthe number of edges "hanging" on the 푘-th node 푦푘.
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y0 = y y1 yd−1 yd = x
FIGURE 6. {푒푘} = 2, 3, 0, 1, 5, 4
Let’s assume that vertex 푦 is absorbing. Then from Lemma 3.2
(푦푘, 푦) −(푦푘−1, 푦) = 2퓁(푦푘) + 1
and after expressing 퓁(푦푘) through {푒푖}
(푦푘, 푦) −(푦푘−1, 푦) = 2 (푒푘 + 푒푘+1 +…+ 푒푑 + (푑 − 푘)) + 1
Adding these formulas for 푘 = 1,… , 푑 we obtain
(푥, 푦) = (푦푑 , 푦) −(푦0, 푦)
= 2
푑∑
푘=1
푘 ⋅ 푒푘 +
푑∑
푘=1
(2(푑 − 푘)) + 1)
= 2
푑∑
푘=0
푘 ⋅ 푒푘 + 푑2
Now swap 푥 and 푦, reverse indexing, and we have(푦, 푥) = 2∑푑푘=0(푑 − 푘) ⋅ 푒푘 + 푑2. Add thesetwo equations together and we get
(푥, 푦) = (푥, 푦) +(푦, 푥)
= 2푑2 + 2
푑∑
푘=0
푑 ⋅ 푒푘 = 2푑2 + 2푑
푑∑
푘=0
푒푘 = 2푑2 + 2푑(푚 − 푑) = 2푚푑
□
I should mention here that this corollary also immediately follows from one of the theorems
in article [8] which we will use later (as an example of electric network approach) to prove our
Theorem 4.4. Same theorem (together with monotonicity laws for electric resistance) proves that
for the case of finite connected graph we always have inequality (푥, 푦) ⩽ 2푚푑. The theorem itself
and this inequality can also be proved in a rather straightforward way using harmonic functions
approach (see [15] or [16]).
* * *
Now let us move on to the connected graphs in general.
Theorem 3.7. For simple random walk on graph 퐺 = ( , ) inequality
(푥, 푦) ⩽ 푚2 − (푚 − 푑)2,
where 푑 = d(푥, 푦), holds true for any two vertices 푥, 푦 ∈  .
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Proof. Again, to simplify the notation and reasoning, we will – just as in 3.1 – rename vertex 푦 to
푎, declare it absorbing and convert the given walk into anퟏ-walk.
Lemma 3.8. Consider edge 푒 = [푎, 푥] ∈  such that vertices 푎 and 푥 are in the same connected
component of graph퐺′ = 퐺∖푒. Then퐺(푥) ⩽ 퐺′(푥). In other words, removing such edge cannot
decrease hitting time.
Proof. Seems self-evident – erasing an edge leading directly into the absorbing state should only
increase hitting time. However this is not an entirely trivial fact. Let us denote 푘 = deg퐺′(푥). If
푘 = 0 then 푥 is only connected to 푎 and there is nothing to prove.
a1
a
x
e
y1y2
Now consider 휕푣 = 퐺′(푣) −퐺(푣) for any 푣 ∈  . We need to show that all these numbers arenon-negative (they are actually positive). Subtracting systems (1) for 퐺 and 퐺′ from each other we
get the same matrix 퐋 on the left side of the resulting system but the right side vector is different
from (1). Its coordinates are zero for all indices (vertices) with exception of 푥. We have⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
휕푣 −
1
deg(푣)
∑
푧∈ (푣)
휕푧 = 0, 푣 ≠ 푥
휕푥 −
1
푘+1
∑
푧∈ (푥)
휕푧 =
1
푘(푘+1)
∑
푧∈ (푥)
퐺′(푧) (6)
and that number on the right side of the second equation in (6) is obviously positive. If we denote
that number by 푟 then we have that matrix퐋maps vector {휕푣} to vector {푟훿푣푥}. In all these formulaswe are using퐺 since it is easy to see that changing it to퐺′ in cases where it is called for makesno difference.
Let us consider another set of numbers that satisfy similar system of equations. Namely, for each
vertex 푣 define 푠푣 as the probability that our random walk starting in 푣 will be absorbed in 푎 withedge 푒 being its last transition.
Obviously for any vertex except 푥 you have
푠푣 =
1
deg(푣)
∑
푧∈ (푣)
푠푧
because each path starting in 푣 first goes to one of its neighbors (this transition not being edge 푒!)
and then has to get from there to 푎 passing through 푒 in the end. For vertex 푥
푠푥 =
1
푘 + 1
∑
푧∈ (푥)
푠푧 +
1
푘 + 1
Thus matrix 퐋 maps vector {푠푣} into vector { 1푘+1훿푣푥}. It follows then that vector {휕푣} equals to
푟(푘 + 1){푠푣} since they are both mapped to the same vector {푟훿푣푥} by nonsingular matrix 퐋 (seeProposition 2.2).
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Since 푟 is positive, and all the numbers 푠푣 are positive (graph 퐺′ is connected) this concludes theproof of the lemma. □
Lemma 3.9. ∑
푧∈ (푎)
(푧) = 2푚 − deg(푎)
Proof. For every edge [푥, 푦] in graph 퐺 let us represent it as two directed edges with different
orientations ⃖⃖⃖⃗푥푦 and ⃖⃖⃖⃗푦푥. We will mark each directed edge ⃖⃖⃖⃗푥푦 with difference 푑푥푦 = (푥) −(푦).Sum of all these numbers is obviously zero.
However, if we group them by start vertex 푥, then for every such group except for the case of 푥 = 푎
sum of the numbers will be, by equation (1), equal to deg(푥). For 푎 the sum is (−∑푧∈ (푎)(푧)). Itfollows then (since the sum of degrees of all vertices in a graph equals twice the number of edges)
0 =
∑
푥푦∈
푑푥푦 =
∑
푧≠푎
deg(푧) −
∑
푧∈ (푎)
(푧) = 2푚 − deg(푎) − ∑
푧∈ (푎)
(푧)
which is exactly what we need. □
Now using the lemmas above we will prove Theorem 3.7 by induction by the number of edges
푚. Basis of induction is obvious. Now let us connect 푥 to 푎 by a shortest path; its last edge will
connect some vertex 푎1 and 푎. If 푎 has any other incident edge 푒 besides
[
푎, 푎1
] then by removing
it and discarding components of connectedness that do not contain 푥 we will reduce 퐺 to graph 퐺′
with fewer edges than 퐺. Thus, from Lemma 3.8 and induction hypothesis,
퐺(푥) ⩽ 퐺′(푥) ⩽ (푚 − 1)2 − ((푚 − 1) − 푑)2 = 2(푚 − 1)푑 − 푑2 < 2푚푑 − 푑2 = 푚2 − (푚 − 푑)2,
which proves this case. If no such edge exists then 푎 is a pendant vertex with only one incident
edge [푎, 푎1].
G∗
a1 ax
e
Now consider graph 퐺∗ = 퐺′∖푎 and assign 푎1 as its absorbing state (vertex) to create an ퟏ-walk. From Proposition 2.2 it follows that values of 퐺(푣) are the same as solutions of system oflinear equations (1), therefore solution for 퐺∗ is obviously the same as solution for 퐺 restricted to
퐺∗, from which 퐺(푎1) is subtracted.From Lemma 3.9 we know that 퐺(푎1) = 2푚 − 1. Since we know that 퐺∗(푥, 푎1) ⩽ (푚 −
1)2 − ((푚 − 1) − (푑 − 1))2 and also퐺(푥, 푎) = 퐺∗(푥, 푎1) +퐺(푎1, 푎), it immediately follows that퐺(푥, 푎) ⩽ (푚 − 1)2 − (푚 − 푑)2 + 2푚 − 1 = 푚2 − (푚 − 푑)2. ■
The following theorem is an obvious corollary of the last one.
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Theorem 3.10. For a simple random walk on 퐺 we have(퐺) ⩽ 푚2, with equality reached if and
only if 퐺 is path graph 푃푚.
* * *
Nowwewill try to generalize this fact for the graphs endowedwith a so called edge-cost function.
It is often necessary to consider a case where edges of graph have different "lengths", or where
"time" to transition along an edge is not constant (originally we assumed it is always equal to 1).
Formally, each edge 푒 = [푥, 푦] can be assigned some (usually non-negative) cost 푓 (푒)which is asso-
ciated with traveling (transitioning) along 푒. Cost 푓 (Π) of any finite pathΠ = [푥1푥2… 푥푘] is deter-
mined as the sum of costs of all edges (transitions) in that path, that is 푓 (Π) = ∑푘−1푖=1 푓 ([푥푖, 푥푖+1]).For instance, if 푓 ≡ 1 then path’s cost is simply its length. In the example below we show cost
function 푓 presented as numbers written next to the edges, and pathΠ = [푞푟푡푠] (shown with thicker
lines) with cost 푓 (Π) = 푓 ([푞, 푟]) + 푓 ([푟, 푡]) + 푓 ([푡, 푠]) = 2 + 5 + 1 = 8.
p q
r
s
t
1
2
2
3
1
5
FIGURE 7. "Cost of path" example
In real-life computational problems this is a very common occurrence. Time to transition (travel)
along an edge (or some cost associated with that transition) is often non-constant and it has to be
taken into consideration when computing total time (or some other type of "expense") to travel from
one point to another.
Access (hitting) time푓 (푥, 푦) = 푓퐺(푥, 푦) relative to cost function 푓 is defined as expected valueof cost function for random walk’s path that starts in 푥 and stops when it reaches (is absorbed by)
vertex 푦. Just as before, 푓 (퐺) is defined as max푥,푦∈퐺푓 (푥, 푦).
Theorem 3.11. For a simple random walk on 퐺, for any non-negative edge-cost function 푓 and
any vertices 푥, 푦 ∈  inequality
푓 (푥, 푦) ⩽ ∑
푒∈
(
2d푦(푒) + 1
)
푓 (푒) ⩽ 푚2max(푓 )
holds true.
Proof. As before, we will rename 푦 to 푎 and make it absorbing, converting regular random walk to
anퟏ-walk.
Second inequality can be left to the reader as an easy exercise (incidentally, the inequality be-
tween the first and the last expressions immediately follows from Theorem 3.10). We only need
to prove the first inequality. It would seem we can simply reuse the proof of Theorem 3.7 using
function deg푓 (푥) = ∑푦∈ (푥) 푓 ([푥, 푦]) instead of deg(푥), and system⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ℎ푥 −
∑
푧∈ (푥)
푝푥푧 ⋅ ℎ푧 =
∑
푧∈ (푥)
푝푥푧푓 (푥푧), 푥 ≠ 푎
ℎ푎 = 0
(7)
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instead of 1. Alas, that is not possible (at least not in the most direct manner) because Lemma 3.8
is not valid for arbitrary cost function 푓 (푒). As a very simple example consider the following graph
퐺 with graph 퐺′ produced by erasing edge [푎, 푐] from 퐺.
α
β
γ
a
b
c
α
βa
b
c
G G′
FIGURE 8. Counterexample for "generalized" Lemma 3.8
Here 훼, 훽 and 훾 are some arbitrary positive numbers – values of cost function 푓 . Solving system
7 we obtain퐻푓퐺(푐, 푎) = 훽 + (훼 +2훾)∕3 and퐻푓퐺′(푐, 푎) = 훼 +3훽 and, if 훾 > 훼 +3훽 then hitting timefor vertex 푐 has actually decreased after deleting edge [푎, 푐].
However we can still reuse some ideas from Lemma 3.8. Let us define linear operator 퐏퐆 ∶
ℝ푚 → ℝ푛 by formula
퐏퐆 ∶ 푓 → 푠 = {푠푥}, 푠푥 =
∑
푧∈ (푥)
푝푥푧푓 (푥푧)
Thus on the right side of system 7 we have vector 퐏퐆(푓 ) with 푓 considered as a vector in ℝ푚.Therefore, for every vertex 푥 we have
푓퐺(푥) = (퐋−1퐏퐆)(푓 ) =∑
푒∈
ℎ푥,푒푓 (푒)
that is, hitting time for vertex 푥 is a linear combination of edge costs with some coefficients that
depend only on graph 퐺, vertex 푥 and edge 푒. We will denote these coefficients as ℎ푥,푒 and the pre-ceding equation serves as their definition. To finalize the proof we need to show that the following
inequality
ℎ푥,푒 ⩽ 2 d푎(푒) + 1 (8)
holds true for any vertex 푥 and edge 푒.
To start with, it is obvious that ℎ푥,푒 is the same as expected value of the number of times thatrandomwalk starting at 푥 passes through edge 푒 before it reaches 푎. To show that, simply use vector
(edge-cost function) 푓 (푒′) = 훿푒푒′ .Thus, if d푎(푒) = 0 (that is, 푒 and 푎 are incident) then ℎ푥,푒 ⩽ 1 (you cannot walk through 푒 morethan once) proving inequality 8 for this case.
Now for any vertex 푥 ∈  or any edge 푒 ∈  we will define functions
핊푥(푣, 푎) ∶  ×  → ℤ+
핊푒(푣, 푎) ∶  ×  → ℤ+
as the expected value of the number of times that random walk starting from 푣 and stopping having
reached 푎 will visit 푥 or pass through 푒, respectively. In case when vertex 푎 is fixed we will use
simplified notation 핊푥(푣) or 핊푒(푣).
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So we can reformulate our theorem as inequality 핊푒 ⩽ 2d푎(푒) + 1. If 푒 = [푥, 푧] then considerfunction Ω = 푝푥푧핊푧 + 푝푧푥핊푧 − 핊푒. It is very easy to check that
Ω(푣) −
∑
푢∈
푝푣푢 ⋅Ω(푢) = 0, ∀푣 ∈  (9)
From that it is not difficult to see that Ω ≡ 0. First, Ω(푎) = 0. Second, if Ω is not a zero function
then at some vertex 푣∗ ≠ 푎 we have |Ω(푣∗)| reaching its maximum. From 9 it follows then that
Ω(푢) must have the same value as Ω(푣∗) for all 푢 ∈  (푣∗), and then Ω has the same value in all
the neighbors of those vertices as well etc. Since 퐺 is connected then Ωmust be constant non-zero
function on 퐺∖푎 which gives us an obvious contradiction with 9.
Equation 9 basically says that the value of the function in a vertex is equal to the mean of the
values in its neighbors. This is a so-called harmonicity equation (or property).
Therefore 핊푒 = 푝푥푧핊푧+푝푧푥핊푧 (or we could simply say that any transition through edge 푒 involveseither walking to 푥 and then transitioning from 푥 to 푧, or walking to 푧 and transitioning from 푧 to
푥).
Lemma 3.12. For any vertex 푥 ≠ 푎 function 핊푥 satisfies the following inequality
핊푥(푣) ⩽ deg(푥) ⋅ d푎(푥)
Proof. This inequality can indeed be proved more or less the same way we did Lemma 3.8. First,
use the same reasoning to prove that function 핊푥(푣) cannot decrease when we delete any edge
[푎, 푥] such that 푎 and 푥 are still connected in the resulting graph. Then we choose shortest path
Π =
[
푎0푎1푎2… 푎푘
] from 푎 = 푎0 to 푥 = 푎푘 (where 푘 = d푎(푥)), and remove all edges coming out of 푎
except [푎, 푎1]. In this "updated" graph we can add up expressions 핊푥(푢) − 핊푥(푣) along all directed
edges ⃖⃖⃖⃗푢푣 to show that 핊푥(푎1) = deg(푥) (using same "grouping" trick as in Lemma 3.9). Then"moving" along path Π we prove that at each step difference 핊푥(푎푖)−핊푥(푎푖−1) is at most deg(푥) andtherefore 핊푥(푥) ⩽ deg(푥) ⋅ d푎(푥). Since function 핊푥(푢) obviously attains its maximum in 푢 = 푥, thelemma is therefore proved. □
From this immediately follows the theorem’s proof.
핊푒(푢) = 푝푥푧핊푥(푢) + 푝푧푥핊푧(푢)
⩽ 푝푥푧 deg(푥) ⋅ d푎(푥) + 푝푧푥 deg(푧) ⋅ d푎(푧)
= d푎(푥) + d푎(푧) ⩽ 2 ⋅ d푎(푒) + 1
since 푝푥푧 = 1∕ deg(푥), 푝푧푥 = 1∕ deg(푧). ■
This inequality gives us another proof of Theorem 3.10. Indeed, let us arrange all edges in 퐺 by
their distance from 푎 in ascending order and index them correspondingly 푒1, 푒2, . . . , 푒푚. Thus for
푓 ≡ 1
(퐺) ⩽ 푚∑
푘=1
(
2d푎(푒푘) + 1
)
⩽
푚∑
푘=1
(2푘 − 1) = 푚2.
because 퐺 is connected and therefore d푎(푒푘) ⩽ 푘−1. Once again, equality is attained only for pathgraph 푃푚.
On a separate note – hitting probability function 핊푥(푢) can be easily computed for the case of atree. In a tree for any two vertices there is a unique non-self-intersecting path that connects them; it
also serves as the shortest path between these two vertices. Let Π = [푎0푎1푎2… 푎푘] be such a pathfrom 푎 = 푎0 to 푥 = 푎푘 (where 푘 = d푎(푥)), and Φ be such a path from 푢 to 푎.
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Then value of 핊푥(푢) can be computed by the following formula
핊푥(푢) = 푑 ⋅ deg(푥), 푑 = max{푖 ∶ 푎푖 ∈ Π ∩ Φ}
which can be visually represented in the following manner: if we (mentally) remove path Π from
퐺 then 퐺∖Π turns into a disjoint union of several connected components such that in every one of
them all vertices share the same "point of entrance into Π", say, 푧 (푧 = 푎푑). Then in all the verticesof this component function 핊푥 has the same value equal to 핊푥(푧) = 푑 ⋅ deg(푥).
4. SOME RESULTS FOR ASYMMETRIC RANDOM WALKS
Now we will turn to the case of edge-weighted functions or asymmetric random walks.
We will use a simple measure of asymmetry (or transitional bias) for any edge-weight function
푤 (or a random walk). We will denote it 휏 = 휏푤; it is defined as
휏푤 = max푥∈ max푦,푧∈ (푥)
푤(푥, 푦)
푤(푥, 푧)
or, alternatively, as
휏푤 = max
(
푝푥푧
푝푥푦
∶ 푥, 푦, 푧 ∈  , 푝푥푦 > 0
)
.
That is, for each vertex we compute the maximum ratio between non-zero transition probabilities
from this vertex, and then we find maximum among those values.
There is only one special case where 휏 is undefined for a connected graph – when it has only
one vertex. This is a trivial case and clearly we know all there is to know about this walk/graph’s
properties including hitting times. For all other random walks 휏 ⩾ 1, and 휏 = 1 if and only if
random walk is symmetric (edge-weight function is constant on ).
We will undertake a somewhat different approach although a few lemmas will be reused. Thank-
fully, we are not constrained by the requirements of space here, and I care much more for keeping
the reader’s interest alive than for brevity. I also (educator’s bias, perhaps) dislike writing dense
and less readable proofs of general cases instead of explaining main ideas for some natural special
case and then expanding or generalizing the proof.
I should say that generally symmetric walks suffice for all standard computational algorithms.
Need for asymmetric walks is rare since they seem to be of limited usability in terms of computer
(or complexity theory) applications.
First of all, defining them in a suitable manner is often messy. Since random walks are generated
from edge-weighted graphs, that means we have to be able to quickly compute values of the edge-
weight function. If you define them differently that might require some considerable extra storage
which has to be accessed at every turn.
Also, as we will shortly see, upper bounds for hitting time involve exponential functions of 푚
such as 휏푚−1. Graphs to which we apply the algorithms of this sort usually contain many thousands
(or even millions) of vertices and edges, therefore making a 휏푚−1-type estimate almost absolutely
useless. Still, such random walks present an interesting challenge at least mathematically; and
perhaps the facts we will prove might turn out to be of some use for the algorithm theory in the
future.
* * *
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Now let us describe in a nutshell the very useful connection between random walks on finite
graphs and electric networks.
Electric network 퐸 is simply a finite connected undirected graph in which each undirected edge
푒 = [푢, 푣] has positive resistance 푟푒 = 푟푢푣 > 0 (and conductance 푐푒 = 푐푢푣 = 1∕푟푢푣). We allowcurrent to flow between vertices of this construct by, for example, setting voltage at vertex 푎 to
zero, and voltage at 푥 to 1. Of course the current flow has to comply with basic laws of electricity
such as Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws. In "physical reality" we would select two points 푎 and 푥 and
attach point 푎 to earth and point 푥 to a current source, and let the electricity flow in accordance
with laws of nature.
0 1 2
3 4 5
a
x
voltage = 0
voltage = 1
r01 r12
r13 r24
r34 r45
p13 =
1
r13(
1
r01
+ 1
r12
+ 1
r13
)
FIGURE 9. Example of an electric network
It turns out that if we define transition probabilities for edges of 퐸 in the following way
푝푢푣 =
푐푢푣
퐶푢
, where 퐶푢 =
∑
푤∈ (푢)
푐푢푤
(that is, we are using conductances of the edges as their "weights") then the resulting random walk
is very "intimately" connected with properties of the underlying electric network 퐸. Namely, when
voltages at 푎 and 푥 are fixed as described above they uniquely determine voltages in all other points
of the network, and voltage 핍푢 in vertex 푢 equals probability ℙ푢 that random walk starting in vertex
푢 will pass through vertex 푥 before reaching 푎. Many other interesting facts follow. For instance,
stationary probability distribution 퐟 = {퐟푢} for this random walk can be computed as
퐟푢 =
퐶푢∑
푤∈퐸 퐶푤
(see [4], or [15]).
The statement about voltages 핍푢 can be proved using functionΩ(푢) = 핍푢−ℙ푢 and checking that itcomplies with harmonicity equations 9 for vertices different from 푎 and 푥 while vanishing in 푎 and
푥. From that it easily follows that Ω ≡ 0. This is the same approach (employing discrete harmonic
functions on 퐸 without calling them that) which we already used before in the proof of Theorem
3.11. More on the harmonic functions on graphs can be read in [15] or [16].
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Some well known properties of finite electric networks can be applied to prove various facts
about randomwalks. Among such properties is Raleigh’s Monotonicity Law (increasing some edge
resistances in electric network can only increase effective resistances between any two points) and
some of its corollaries. One of them states that cutting an edge (with the network staying connected)
can only increase all effective resistances in the network. The other one says that replacing vertex 푥
with two vertices 푥′ and 푥′′ connected by edge [푥′, 푥′′] (with some positive resistance) with some of
the edges [푥, 푢] being "moved" to 푥′ (turning into [푥′, 푢]) and some – to 푥′′ ([푥, 푢] becomes [푥′′, 푢]),
also can only increase the resistance values. Vice versa, shrinking any edge [푥, 푦] into one vertex 푧
– with corresponding changes in adjacency and incidence – can only decrease remaining effective
resistance values (and therefore, increase conductance).
* * *
We will use two simple functions of two variables 푚 and 푡, where 푚 will later represent the
number of edges in the graph, and 푡 will represent walk’s asymmetry 휏.
 (푡, 푚) = 푚−1∑
푘=0
푐푘푡
푘 = 2푡
푚+1 − 푚푡2 − 2푡 + 푚
(푡 − 1)2
(푡, 푚) = 2 푚−1∑
푘=1
푡푘 + 1 = 2(푡
푚 − 1)
푡 − 1
− 1
where 푐0 = 푚, 푐푘 = 2(푚 − 푘), 푘 = 1,… , 푚 − 1. Both  and  are integer polynomials of 푡 withcoefficients which are integer polynomials of 푚.
We will need the following easily deducible properties of functions  and  .
a) Both functions are positive and monotonically increasing for 푡 ⩾ 0 and 푚 ⩾ 0;
b)  (푡, 푚) = ∑푚푘=1 (푡, 푘) for 푚 ⩾ 1;
c) (푡, 푎 + 푏) ⩾ (푡, 푎) + (푡, 푏) + 1 for 푡 ⩾ 1;
d) (푡, 푚 + 1) = 푡(푡, 푚) + 푡 + 1.
Now let us begin with path tree 푃푚. We denote probability of moving left (away from 푎0) forvertex 푎푘 as 푝푘 and probability of moving right (toward 푎0) as 푞푘, where 푞푘 = 1 − 푝푘, 푘 > 0. Inother words, 푝푎푘푎푘+1 = 푝푘, 푚 > 푘 ⩾ 0 and 푝푎푘푎푘−1 = 푞푘, 0 < 푘 ⩽ 푚.
Proposition 4.1. For any random walk on 푃푚 the inequality for maximum hitting time (푃푚) ⩽ (휏, 푚) holds true.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that absorbing vertex 푎 coincides with 푎0 – thatis, with the rightmost end of the path tree.
Then we will claim a slightly better result. Namely we will prove the inequality not for the walk’s
asymmetry 휏 but for
휏̃ = max(1, {
푝푘
푞푘
∶ 0 < 푘 < 푚})
Obviously, 휏̃ ⩽ 휏, and with function  being monotonic this will prove the desired result.
am am−1
...
ak+1 ak ak−1
...
a1 a0
pm = 1 qm−1 pk qk q1
FIGURE 10. Asymmetric one-dimensional finite random walk
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If we denote ℎ푘 = (푎푘), and 푑푘 = ℎ푘+1 − ℎ푘, 푡푘 = 푝푘∕푞푘 then we have
ℎ푘 = 1 + 푝푘ℎ푘+1 + 푞푘ℎ푘−1, 0 < 푘 < 푚
푑푘−1 =
1 + 푝푘푑푘
푞푘
= (1 + 푡푘) + 푡푘푑푘 ⩽ (1 + 휏̃) + 휏̃푑푘
Using this inequality recursively with 푑푚−1 = 1, we come to our next inequality
푑푚−푘 ⩽ 2(휏̃푘−1 + 휏̃푘−2 +…+ 휏̃) + 1 = (휏̃, 푘), 0 < 푘 < 푚
and then
(푃푚) = ℎ푚 = 푑0 + 푑1 +…+ 푑푚−1 ⩽
푚∑
푘=1
(휏̃, 푘) =  (휏̃, 푚)
▣
Now we are ready to state and prove the case of an arbitrary tree.
Theorem 4.2. For any finite tree 푇 with 푚 edges and any random walk on 푇 with asymmetry 휏
inequality (푇 ) ⩽  (휏, 푚) holds true.
Proof. Let us fix some vertex 푎. Then to prove that for any vertex 푥 we have (푥) = (푥, 푎) ⩽ (휏, 푚) we start with performing our usual conversion to anퟏ-walk with absorbing vertex 푎.
Then, just as it was with Theorem 3.1 the main step in this proof is represented by the following
lemma which is a generalization of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 4.3. In the conditions of Lemma 3.2 the following inequality is true
(푦) −(푥) ⩽ (휏,퓁 + 1) (10)
where 퓁 = 퓁(푦) is the number of edges in the tail (푦) of vertex 푦.
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the one of Lemma 3.2. Again we will do it by induction by
퓁(푦). Basis 퓁(푦) = 0 is obvious.
z1
z2
zk
p1
pk
p
y x a0 = aa1
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Let us denote transition probabilities 푝푦푧푖 as 푝푖, and 푝푦푥 as 푝. Then (1) can be rewritten in thefollowing manner
푦 =
푘∑
푖=1
푝푖푧푖 + 푝(푥) + 1
(푝 +
푘∑
푖=1
푝푖)푦 =
푘∑
푖=1
푝푖푧푖 + 푝(푥) + 1
푝((푦) −(푥)) = 푘∑
푖=1
푝푖(푧푖 −(푦)) + 1
(푦) −(푥) = 푘∑
푖=1
푝푖
푝
(푧푖 −(푦)) + 1푝.
Thus
(푦) −(푥) ⩽ 휏 푘∑
푖=1
(푧푖 −(푦)) + 푘휏 + 1
and using induction hypothesis, properties (c-d) of functions  and  , inequality 휏 ⩾ 1 and the
fact that sum of 퓁(푧푖) equals 퓁 − 푘 we have
(푦) −(푥) ⩽ 휏 푘∑
푖=1
(휏,퓁(푧푖) + 1) + 푘휏 + 1
⩽ 휏(휏,퓁(푧1) +… + 퓁(푧푘) + 푘) + 휏 + 1
= 휏(휏,퓁) + 휏 + 1 = (휏,퓁 + 1).
■
Now we can finalize the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us connect any vertex 푥 in 푇 with absorbing
vertex 푎 by non-self-intersecting path of length 푑 indexing its vertices as 푎0 = 푎, 푎1, . . . , 푎푑 = 푥.Denoting 퓁(푎푘) as simply 퓁푘, writing out inequalities (10) and adding them up we have
(푎푘) −(푎푘−1) ⩽ (휏,퓁푘 + 1) , 푘 = 1… 푑
(푥) = (푎푑) =
푑∑
푘=1
(휏,퓁푘 + 1) ⩽
푚∑
푘=1
(휏, 푘) =  (휏, 푚)
since numbers 퓁푘 +1 are a monotonically decreasing sequence of 푑 ⩽ 푚 different positive integerswith the largest of them no greater than 푚. ■
Similarly to Proposition 4.1 we have actually proved a slightly stronger fact. In a tree with one
vertex 푎 marked (in our case, the absorbing vertex) for any edge 푒 = [푢, 푣] we can define direc-
tion "towards" 푎 on it (or alternatively, "away" from 푎). Graph 퐺∖푒 has exactly two components.
Namely, direction on 푒 "towards" 푎 is direction towards that vertex out of 푢 and 푣 which lies in
the same component as 푎. Any vertex in the tree (except 푎) has exactly one incident edge directed
towards 푎, all the others are pointing away from it.
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If we define 휏̃ as maximum of 1 and all ratios 푝∕푞 between two probabilities for transition from
same vertex where 푝 is probability of an "away" transition, and 푞 – of "towards" transition, then it
is easy to see that we have actually proved our inequality for 휏̃ instead of 휏. As a nice corollary
we obtain that if for any vertex its transition probability "towards" 푎 is greater than or equal to any
transition probability "away" from 푎 then 휏̃ = 1 and thus we will have (퐺) ⩽ 푚2.
Obviously, this corollary cannot be directly generalized for an arbitrary connected graph as notion
of "direction" cannot be similarly defined in a graph with cycles.
We can see that polynomial  gives us exact value of (퐺) only in case of path graph with
constant transition probabilities (푝, 푞) where 푝 is probability of transition that moves the walker
away from the absorbing vertex (which is fixed as one of the ends of the path), and 푝 ⩾ 푞 = 1 − 푝.
Also it is easy to show that 푚2휏푚−1 can be used as a much simpler but less precise upper bound for.
* * *
Let us move on to the general case of random walks (possibly asymmetric) on finite connected
graphs. We will venture a guess that results similar to Theorems 3.11 and 4.2 are true for any finite
connected graph and any random walk defined on it.
Theorem 4.4. For any random walk on퐺 with asymmetry 휏 inequality(퐺) ⩽  (휏, 푚) holds true.
Proof. As before, we choose any vertex 푎 and convert our random walk into an ퟏ-walk. Then,
the following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 4.5. Consider absorbing vertex 푎 and edge 푒 = [푎, 푥] ∈  . We will consider random walk
on graph 퐺′ = 퐺∖푒 generated from the same edge-weight function restricted to 퐺′. Then for any
vertex 푢 ∈  퐺(푢) ⩽ 퐺′(푢).
(In other words, removing edge 푒 = [푎, 푥] and proportionally redistributing its transition probabil-
ity between other edges coming out of 푥 cannot decrease hitting time.)
Proof. Proof is almost exactly the same as for Lemma 3.8 and I will skip it. Of course, if 푢 is not
in the same component of connectedness of 퐺′ as 푎 then we have퐺′(푢) = ∞ and there is nothingto prove. ■
And we will need something similar to Lemma 4.3. The following lemma is the main hurdle in
this proof.
Lemma 4.6. If absorbing state 푎 is a pendant vertex connected only with vertex 푎1 then
(푎1) ⩽ (휏, 푚)
Proof. We revert back to considering original random walk so 푎 is no longer an absorbing vertex.
There is only one transition out of 푎 and 푝푎푎1 = 1.Let us remind you that commute time (푢, 푣) between vertices 푢 and 푣 in graph 퐺 is the sum of
hitting times (푢, 푣) + (푣, 푢). Since (푎, 푎1) = 1 it would suffice to prove that commute timebetween 푎 and 푎1 is at most (휏, 푛) + 1.To do that we will use electric network approach described earlier in this section. The following
result for commute time is proved in [8] (Theorem 2.2, case of trivial cost function): for any two
vertices of  we have equality
(푢, 푣) = (푢, 푣) +(푣, 푢) = 퐹 ⋅ 푅푒푠푢푣, (11)
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where 푅푒푠푢푣 is effective resistance between vertices 푢 and 푣, and
퐹 =
∑
푒∈⃗
1
푟푒
.
where sum is taken over the set ⃖⃗ of all directed edges (so each undirected edge [푢, 푣] gives us two
terms – for 푒 = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푢푣 and 푒 = ⃖⃖⃖⃗푣푢).
From equation (11) we have
(푎1) = (푎1, 푎) = (푎, 푎1) −(푎, 푎1) = 퐹 ⋅ 푅푒푠푎푎1 − 1 = 퐹 − 1
since (푎, 푎1) = 1, and 푅푒푠푎푎1 = 1 because these two vertices are connected by one edge ofresistance 1 with no other edges coming out of 푎.
Now all we need is to prove that∑
푒∈⃗
푐푒 =
∑
푒∈⃗
1
푟푒
= 퐹 ⩽ (휏, 푚) + 1 = 2 (휏푚−1 + 휏푚−2 +…+ 1)
or, switching from directed edges to undirected∑
푒∈
푐푒 =
∑
푒∈
1
푟푒
⩽ 휏푚−1 + 휏푚−2 +…+ 1.
Consider any two incident edges [푢, 푣] (or [푣, 푢]) and [푣,푤]. Ratio of their weights (conductances)
is the same as ratio 푝푣푢∕푝푣푤 which is bounded from above by 휏. Thus if 푑 = d푎(푢푣) then conductanceof [푢, 푣] cannot be greater than 휏푑 , which together with monotonicity of function 푦 = 휏푥 proves the
required inequality. This also proves that it turns into equality only for a path graph. □
Once again we will make use of induction by the number of edges. Basis case 푚 = 0 is obvious.
Now we do more or less the same as in Theorem 3.7. Connect vertex 푥 with absorbing vertex 푎
by any path Π and let 푎1 be next to last vertex of Π. Remove all edges out of vertex 푎 except for[
푎, 푎1
] one by one and adjust the walk accordingly as shown in Lemma 4.5. The lemma guarantees
us that for this new graph 퐺′ we have 퐺(푥, 푎) ⩽ 퐺′(푥, 푎). Thus proving our inequality for 퐺′will prove it for the original graph퐺, because both number of edges and 휏 have not increased when
we switched from 퐺 to 퐺′.
G∗
a1 ax
Let us denote 퐺′∖푎 by 퐺∗ and set 푎1 as absorbing vertex. Then as we already know, solution ofsystem (1) for 퐺∗ is the same as solution for 퐺′ from which 퐺′(푎1, 푎) is subtracted.
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Since by induction hypothesis we have퐺∗(푥, 푎1) ⩽  (휏, 푚− 1) then from Lemma 4.6 we havethat
퐺′(푥, 푎) = 퐺∗(푥, 푎1) +퐺′(푎1, 푎)
⩽  (휏, 푚 − 1) + (휏, 푚) =  (휏, 푚).
■
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Finally, here is our strongest result that generalizes almost all of the previous ones. In a way it
would have been simpler to simply state it in the very beginning, prove it and be done. However,
as it was already mentioned before, I do not favor such an approach.
Theorem 5.1. For any random walk on 퐺 = ( , ) with asymmetry 휏 and any non-negative edge-
cost function 푓 inequality
푓퐺(푥, 푎) ⩽∑
푒∈
(휏, d푎(푒) + 1) ⋅ 푓 (푒)
holds true for any vertices 푎, 푥 ∈  .
Proof. Using 핊-functions (see proof of Theorem 3.11) we can reformulate this theorem’s statement
as the following inequality: 핊푒(푥) ⩽ (휏, d푎(푒) + 1). Now all we need is an inequality similar toLemma 3.12.
Lemma 5.2. For any vertex 푥 ≠ 푎 function 핊푥 satisfies the following inequality
핊푥 ⩽
1
푞
⋅ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1) (12)
where 푑 = d푎(푥) and 푞 = 푝푥푦 is transition probability along any edge [푥, 푦] such that d푎(푦) < 푑.
Proof. Here is the plan: there exists path Π = [푥푦… 푎1푎] of length 푑 connecting vertices 푥 and 푎which begins with edge [푥, 푦]. Following exactly same reasoning as in Lemma 3.8, we can claim
that removal of all edges coming out of 푎 except for [푎, 푎1] does not decrease values of function
핊푥, and does not increase the value of 휏. Therefore, we can assume that 푎 is a pendant vertex andthus 핊푥(푣, 푎) = 핊푥(푎1, 푎) +핊∗푥(푣, 푎1) where 핊∗푥 = 핊푥,퐺∗ is 핊-function for graph 퐺∗ = 퐺∖푎. Thus wecan replace 퐺 with 퐺∗, use inequality 12 for 퐺∗ (induction by 푑) and try to get an upper bound for
핊푥(푎1) = 핊푥(푎1, 푎). Let’s go ahead and execute this plan.
G∗
x
y
a1 a
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First, we will use induction by 푑. If 푑 = 1 then 푥 is adjacent to 푎 (thus 푦 = 푎1 = 푎). Thereforeafter removing all other edges coming out of 푎 we have
핊푥푎 = 푝푥푎핊푥 + 푝푎푥핊푎 = 푝푥푎핊푥
Since obviously 핊푥푎 = 1, we have 핊푥 = 1∕푝푥푎 proving the basis of induction.Second, to prove induction step from 푑−1 to 푑 > 1we need to find some upper bound for 핊푥(푎1).Let us define 푊 (푥) as sum of weights for all edges coming out of vertex 푥. Second, if for every
directed edge ⃖⃖⃖⃗푢푣 of graph 퐺 we write product 푤(푢, 푣) ⋅ (핊푥(푢) − 핊푥(푣)) next to that edge then sumof all these numbers is zero. But if we group them by the start vertex then for every vertex 푢 we
will have the sum of the numbers in that group∑
푣∈ (푢)
푤(푢, 푣)(핊푥(푢) − 핊푥(푣))
= 핊푥(푢)푊 (푥) −
∑
푣∈ (푢)
푤(푢, 푣)핊푥(푣)
= 푊 (푢)
(
핊푥(푢) −
∑
푣∈ (푢)
푝푢푣핊푥(푣)
)
which is zero for every vertex other than 푎 and 푥. Adding up all these grouped expressions we
obtain
푊 (푥) −푤(푎, 푎1)핊푥(푎1) = 0
and
핊푥(푎1) =
푊 (푥)
푤(푎, 푎1)
Using 푞 = 푝푥푦 = 푤(푥,푦)푊 (푥) we get
핊푎1 =
푊 (푥)
푤(푎, 푎1)
= 푤(푥, 푦)
푞 ⋅푤(푎, 푎1)
⩽ 휏
푑−1
푞
because distance between edges [푥, 푦] and [푎, 푎1] is 푑 − 2 and thus their weights’ ratio is at most
휏푑−1.
Finally for any 푣 ∈  we have
핊푥(푣, 푎) = 핊푥(푎1, 푎) + 핊∗푥(푣, 푎1)
⩽ 휏
푑−1
푞
+ 1 + 휏 +…+ 휏
푑−2
푞
= 1 + 휏 +…+ 휏
푑−1
푞
proving the induction step as well. □
Now let’s assume that edge 푒 connects vertices 푦 and 푧, and 푑 = d푎(푒). We have then only twopossible cases (there are actually three cases but two of them are symmetric and without loss of
generality we can discard one of them).
CASE 1. d푎(푦) > 푑. Thus d푎(푧) = 푑 and d푎(푦) = 푑 + 1. Let 푡 be any neighbor of 푧 such that it iscloser than 푧 to vertex 푎.
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y
z
t
a
e
From Lemma 5.2 we have
핊푦 ⩽
1
푝푦푧
⋅ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑)
핊푧 ⩽
1
푝푧푡
⋅ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
and so
핊푒 = 푝푦푧핊푦 + 푝푧푦핊푧
⩽ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑) +
푝푧푦
푝푧푡
(1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
⩽ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑) + 휏(1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
⩽ (휏, 푑 + 1)
CASE 2. d푎(푦) = d푎(푧) = 푑. Let’s choose any vertex 푢 adjacent to 푦 and vertex 푣 adjacent to 푧such that d푎(푢) = 푑 − 1 and d푎(푣) = 푑 − 1.
y
u
z
v
a
e
Again we have
핊푦 ⩽
1
푝푦푢
⋅ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
핊푧 ⩽
1
푝푧푣
⋅ (1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
and
핊푒 = 푝푦푧핊푦 + 푝푧푦핊푧
⩽
푝푦푧
푝푦푢
(1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1) +
푝푧푦
푝푧푣
(1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1)
⩽ 2휏(1 + 휏 +…+ 휏푑−1) < (휏, 푑 + 1)
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which concludes the proof. ■
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Now for scientific motivation. This issue comes from an old and very important complexity
theory question about an algorithm with limited memory to determine whether two vertices 퐴 and
퐵 in any given finite undirected graph퐺 can be connected with a path. Theory that investigates this
is called s-t connectivity where "s" and "t" come from conventional names ("Source" and "Target")
for two vertices of the given graph which in this article we usually called 푥 and 푎. Complexity of
s-t connectivity for directed graphs is called STCON, and for undirected graphs – USTCON.
It is known that STCON is NL-complete, that is, a non-deterministic Turing machine with log-
space memory can provide the next step for the algorithm which will eventually build the desired
path (if the graph is connected). USTCON was shown to be L-complete (see [12]), meaning that it
can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine using logarithmic amount of memory.
The connectivity problem becomes much easier if we decide to make do with an heuristic; in
other words if we attempt to come up with an algorithm that determines "probability" of 푎 and 푥
being connected in 퐺 within some preset tolerance 휀. For instance, we could be satisfied if after
the algorithm is run we can claim we know whether 푎 and 푥 are connected or not with probability
greater than 0.999 (휀 = 0.001). Now imagine that we know that the expected length of a simple
random walk on 퐺 with absorbing state vertex 푎 is less than some specific number 푁 . Simulating
a random walk on graph 퐺 requires only finite memory (basically, we only need to store current
location of the walker, and some trivial fixed overhead such as the number of steps and ids of
our two vertices) and if starting from 푥 we haven’t reached vertex 푎 after 2푁 moves, we can stop
the simulation and "claim" that probability that 푎 and 푥 are connected is below 1∕2 (by Markov’s
inequality, see [2]). We then repeat this 2푁-steps-long walk 푘 = ⌈log2(1∕휀)⌉ times. If 푎 was neverreached, then probability drops below 2−푘 < 휀 and we can consequently state (with the required
level of confidence) that 푎 and 푥 are not connected.
Usually a researcher proves a "big푂"-type of asymptotic upper bound and stops there, since from
the point of view of computational complexity theory the job is done – many statements of this
type can be found in classical work by Aleliunas et al, [3]. This approach is fine for pure theoretical
purposes, but it is not applicable for the situation that I have just described above because we need
to simulate random walk with a specific number of steps. Therefore having an upper bound of, say,
푂(푛7∕4) or 푂(√푚) is not very useful for real-life computer-based implementation.
Also most of the existing estimates and results on maximum (and average) hitting time are based
on the number of graph’s vertices 푛 (see a survey of many such results in [6]). In this article we
have proved some upper bounds for maximum hitting time as functions of graph’s number of edges
푚 and showed that most of these upper bounds are sharp. If graph is "sparse", which in our case
means that 푚 = 표(푛3∕2), then this type of upper bound will likely be better than the upper bounds
based on 푛, such as a well-known theorem from [5] stating that the maximum hitting time is less
than or equal to approximately 4푛3∕27. Among such graphs are sub-graphs of 푘-dimensional grid
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where 푘 is some "small" number, or generally any graphs with vertex degrees bounded from above
by some fixed number which is sufficiently small compared to 푛.
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